Calor 2008
May 29, 2008 ATLAS Hadronic End-Cap Calorimeter
• ATLAS hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC) -a liquid argon (LAr) sampling calorimeter with parallel copper absorber plates
• Pseudorapidity coverage: 1.5 < |η| < 3.2
• Two wheels per end-cap: front and rear
• Total thickness: ∼1.8 m, ∼103 X 0 , ∼10 λ
• Wheel outer diameter: ∼4 m
• Each wheel contains 32 identical modules
• Granularity ∆η × ∆ϕ: -0.1×2π/64 for |η| < 2.5 -0.2×2π/32 for |η| > 2.5
• Four longitudinal layers
Calor 2008
May 29, 2008 Beam tests of HEC modules
• Beam tests of HEC serial modules in [2000] [2001] • H6 beam line of the CERN SPS
• Secondary and tertiary beams:
-charged pions of 10-200 GeV -electrons of 6-150 GeV -muons of 120, 150 and 180 GeV
• ∼20,000 triggers per run
• Set-up with three front and three rear HEC modules • Two types of signal measurements are considered: -after convolution with a shaping function -no time cut
Simulation / Reconstruction / Analysis
• Simulated samples:
-energy scans with negatively charged pions -energy scans with electrons
• 5000 events per beam particle type, beam energy, physics list and Birks' law switch
• Ratio of simulation times (for pions):
• Energy reconstruction:
-following experimental procedure -electromagnetic scale calibration * defined by the sampling fraction * returns the total deposited energy for electrons -cluster of the fix size (effective radius of 35-40 cm) -Gaussian fit: E 0 and σ -no electronic noise added to Monte Carlo (MC) signals (spread of the noise was subtracted from the resolution of the experimental data)
• Analysed variables: After convolution After convolution QGSP describes well energy resolution below E BEAM ≃ 100 GeV.
Pion energy resolution: Two-term parametrization
• Experimental values: Birks' law:
• does not change the sampling term • increases the constant term After convolution and with Birks' law switched ON:
• sampling term is described well by QGSP 
After convolution After convolution
Time cuts strongly influence e/π-ratio for QGSP-BERT: 4-8 % increase.
For QGSP and QGSP-BERT-HP increase is smaller: 1-2 %.
Ratio e/π is 2-3 % larger, when Birks' law is switched ON for all physics lists. • Usage of the Birks' law increases the e/π-ratio and the constant term of the energy resolution for charged pions • QGSP-BERT physics list predicts much slower hadronic showers than QGSP and QGSP-BERT-HP • Applying of time cuts (following the experimental procedure of signal measurements in calorimeter cells) has influence on the energy resolution and response for charged pions • After applying time cuts and with Birks' law switched ON: the better description of studied experimental parameters, in total, is given by QGSP-BERT and QGSP-BERT-HP -good description of longitudinal profiles of hadronic showers -agreement in the e/π-ratio -rather close predictions of the resolution at high beam energies (i.e. of the constant term) • Questions addressed to GEANT4 experts:
-better description of the sampling term of the energy resolution for charged pions for BERT-based physics lists -decrease of the simulation time for QGSP-BERT-HP or/and improvement of the neutron physics in QGSP-BERT
